
Tommy Stinson Interview with Gary Munce and Chris Berggren
(Parental Advisory: interview contains some profanity)

Gary: So your brother taught you to play bass? How is it that your brother had a bass guitar in

the house? How did that happen?

Tommy: Well, when I was 6-years-old we left Florida. My family moved from Florida to

Minneapolis and the only things we were allowed to take were the essential needs stuff. So my

brother, who had a guitar from an aunt, or an aunt of mine because we’re half-brothers at this

point, and he had to leave that behind and he was none too happy about any of that. That

guitar was like his thing from that early age on, so we get up to Minnesota and he gets very, you

know, angry and rebellious and he starts doing stuff like… I think he put sugar in my mom’s

boyfriend’s gas tank. They ended up sending him away to like a boy’s reform-type of place for

broken adolescents, that kind of thing. And he went there for like 3-years, I want to say, but

when he came out of that, they put him in a group home scenario with some other

dudes—along the way he’d met some other musician kind of kids that played guitar and stuff

like that. So from there he was able to learn how to play guitar and do his thing and when he

came home, I guess he was 17 and he came home with some instruments. And he started

working at a guitar shop and at that point I think he kind of already knew, “Hey I want to start a

band. I want to do this thing.” And soon after, he caught me messing around with a bass that he

had or one of his friends had or whatever and he was like, “Hey man, do you want to learn how

to play that?” And I was like, “Sure.” And then I started to play it and I was like, “No, I don’t want

to play this. It hurts my fingers.” And I wasn’t really into it, but through bribery and things like

that, he got me to stick to it, which obviously was a savior of my life because I’d already been in

jail like three times by the age of 10 for different mischiefs and stuff like that, so I was really

going down a bad path. So that was what kind of started it and I think that as we went

along—you know, Bob would sit there while I was at school, he’d go to work and he’d come

home from work and smoke a joint and sit and do scales on his guitar, trying to get his fingers

fast. He got to be pretty proficient quickly and by the time he found a drummer, Chris Mars, and

some other dudes like that, he was able to just rip Yes stuff—and that stuff, it’s a lot as far as

dexterity—he was really into that stuff, which is, you know, whatever. So, cut to, you know the

Replacements was just a group of dudes from the neighborhood, basically. Paul lived down the



street from Chris, Chris lived down the street from us, and it just kind of came from

word-of-mouth through the neighborhood stuff.

Gary: Where did you guys rehearse?

Tommy: In our basement. Yeah, it was an old, very small house in south Minneapolis. It was a

small, small little space and we crammed ourselves in a corner and sat down there for hours on

end, just making all the ratchet we possibly could. And here we are 40 years later and I’ve got

my own room full of gear and I can make all the ratchet I want, as long as I want, once the

businesses to the left and right of me close. It’s kind of golden.

Gary: So what was that first bass you played?

Tommy: A Silvertone. I even want to say, I think someone said it was bought from Sears, in fact.

Gary: So were you in Ypsilanti last year, just down the street from us? I saw a clip on YouTube

and it looked like you were playing in someone’s backyard or something in a little tent…

Tommy: So, it was just before the pandemic hit, I came to the realization that playing clubs

doesn’t pay very well. And the way things are going these days with clubs, they take—well some

of them will take half the door, which for a traveling musician of my stature is just devastating.

So, I figured out how to do smaller, more intimate shows, where people are actually willing to

pay more money, but I don’t have to play a club. I don’t have to worry about the things you

have to worry about, you know doing a ton of interviews just to play a little club gig and I get

paid. I get paid better, so I figured out how to do these smaller gigs and which are much more

enjoyable to do because I don’t have to kill myself to do them and I can do them anyway I want.

And I figured this out just before Covid hit, so I’m basically starting from scratch again. But it’s

fun for me. I can play what I want—I don’t have to rely on a club, all that kind of crap. I can just

show up and play, hang out with the people, and do my thing. And after all these years, it’s just

the most fun I can have with it right now.

Gary: Do you miss the big shows and being on the road? Do you miss that?

Tommy: God, no. If it weren’t for being able to do these, kind of on my own fruition, in the way I

like to do things, I wouldn’t even be doing it probably. I’d be producing records and doing that

kind of thing.



Gary: So with this thing that you touched on about managing your own stuff, so you don’t have

to deal with all the other people cutting out your money and stuff… so one of the big questions

always when you have music or art and it becomes a business… Do you wrestle with that? Or

have you come to some sort of peace with that?

Tommy: Well, in terms of that, when we first started playing gigs we were dealing with that

pretty much right out of the gate. I mean, whether it was great money or not is debatable, but

we ended up being in a place where it was a business. And art and commerce have a very

uncomfortable juxtaposition, I think. We always fought with that. I think Paul’s idea of it was a

little more ultra at times than it needed to be. But, I think all things considered, when you get to

a place where you’re able to actually make a living at it and do your art, you’re pretty golden. I

think it’s a good thing and we’ve been fortunate enough to do it for all these years. You know,

I’m not sure if Paul considers himself retired or not at this point, but I don’t see myself doing

that. I like playing, I like performing, I like doing it on my own by my own rules, all that… So, as

long as I’m able to do that, get out and have fun with it and make a living at it, I’ll do it.

Gary: You’ve been in more than a band or two, so I’m curious, what do you think makes a good

band? What’s a good band? What’s in it? What makes it? And how do you feel about it?

Tommy: Well, the first thing to a good band, the key thing, has to be chemistry. There’s got to

be a unity and a chemistry involved, where not so much that you have to like the same things

per say—everyone has different things, but bringing that to the table and having that be part of

the process is great. I’ll be honest with you, I was 7-years younger than the other members of

the Replacements growing up and I learned everything I know pretty much from them and the

adults around them and myself. You know my sister and I got to talking about this on Memorial

Day, just how we were pretty much at an early age on our own to figure out the ways of the

world and shit. Fourteen-years-old, you know? (Laughs) All that said, being in a band, if you

have a chemistry, which we did—I think Paul and my brother had a particular chemistry that ran

great at first. I mean, they were grateful opposites in a way. Their egos and what they thought

was cool butted heads, kind of more than anyone in the band, and I think that worked really

great in the early days. I mean, if you listen to the first Replacements record, my brother’s guitar

playing against Paul’s sort of punk rock, raw-nerves thing—the juxtaposition of those was pretty

astoundingly nuts. And for all practical purposes, we were nuts.



Chris: So the stories are true?

Tommy: Oh fuck yeah they are. I mean, not every one, obviously, but we wore it on our sleeves,

you know. I’ve often said this, and I won’t not say it, the difference, I think, why R.E.M. became

so popular and the Replacements really didn’t, is they knew how to pull themselves back and

play the game. We were not astute enough to pull ourselves back and play the game. We pretty

much just bulldozed through the game until we made it our own, and suddenly our game

became our demise, as well.

Gary: Okay, I’m going to switch gears on you a little bit here. So you’re playing in this duo now

and you play acoustic guitar, right?

Tommy: I play acoustic and on the record I play other stuff and sing.

Gary: What’s your acoustic guitar of favor right now? What instrument are you liking and loving

having?

Tommy: I have a bunch of stuff. Look, I’m no collector, but my main guitar when I go out, just

Chip and I, is a reissue 2002 Everly Brothers model. It’s my road guitar. I’ve had it since 2002 and

got a great deal from Gibson on it. And it’s been very, very solid the whole last 20 years.

Gary: Here’s a question for you. If you were going to interview Tommy Stinson, what two

questions would you ask Tommy Stinson?

Tommy: Why the hell were you in Guns N’ Roses so long?

Chris: You were in Guns N’ Roses longer than you were in the Replacements…

Tommy: I was in Guns N’ Roses longer than Guns N’ Roses was in Guns N’ Roses. And with the

reunion dates, I think we’re right about even (length of tenure in the Replacements and Guns N’

Roses).

Gary: So answer the question, why were you in Guns N’ Roses so damn long?

Tommy: Well, I’ll tell you what, there was a lot of it that was very, very interesting. And when I

talk chemistry in a band, we ended up having band chemistry in that we were all kind of thrown

under the bus together in a certain way. By just, you know, the way things worked. And I think



what made it initially interesting, when we started playing shows and stuff like that, was that we

all had kind of a fighting spirit—knowing that people were going, “This ain’t fucking Guns

N’Roses; this is just fucking Axl and a bunch of dudes.” And knowing that, we always kind of

went out and just gave it our all… And I think that’s actually why Axl wanted me in the

band—he knew the background I came from. I think the first thing I said to him was, “It takes a

lot of fucking balls to just take the name when the whole band has quit or whatever and

continue on.” I said, “That’s pretty punk rock to me. I’m in.” And that was kind of how I got in

the band. Ultimately, we were put together in a particular way that I’d never been involved in

before, which was that basically you were thrown into a room of guys—musicians, that come

from all different backgrounds, and most of them you have nothing in common with, and you’re

here to make a record. So, everyone brings their bits and their thoughts and ideas—it was sort

of like going to songwriter camp, you know. So, I was like, “How do I do that? How do I get what

I need out of this guy, while giving him what he needs for this song and doing this and that.” It

was really… it was a great experience, I will say that. People can complain all they want about

how it wasn’t a Guns N’ Roses record or that it’s a 10-year span or whatever. My two cents on it

was that it was really an educational experience—one that I’m totally proud of. You know, think

what you want of the record, but for me it was a really great learning experience. I’m proud of it

because of that. And what we did, all of us dudes that Axl put together and got a record out of,

is a testament to his production genius, I think in a way. I don’t know if that’s how he got the

original Guns N’ Roses together, when they put the L.A. Guns and the Roses or whatever they

were together, but the real story of it is he produced that from top to bottom to make that

happen, good or bad or whatever you want to say. You know, he’s very smart at that. It’s a cool

bit.

Gary: It’s really good to hear that that was enjoyable for you and it wasn’t torture…

Tommy: I didn’t say it was totally enjoyable. It was torture at times, but overall, my overall

experience when I look back was, “Man, that was fucking outrageous.” But, man, when I really

think about it, how cool.

Gary: So that’s the first question you’re gonna ask Tommy Stinson, what’s the second you’re

gonna ask him?

Tommy: How did you manage to stay in so long? (Laughs)



Gary: And how does Tommy answer that question?

Tommy: You know, for all its trials and tribulations, it was an interesting gig. It was. And there

were times it was super fun. You know, one of my buddy’s that still works for Guns; worked for

Guns since day one, back in the day, my buddy Dell, reached out to me the other day and he

had this thing and was cracking up and he thought of me or whatever. And while I’m thinking

about it, he reminded me about that time we were in India for the first time and we’re riding

rickshaws around town, him and I, and we’re laughing our asses off because it was so fucking

insane. When I think about being in Guns N’ Roses for 17 years, I go, “There’s one of the many

stories of how bananas funny and nuts that gig was.”

Chris: Tommy, I just wanted to ask you a little about your songwriting because you weren’t

really the main songwriter in the Replacements, but afterwards with your first Bash & Pop

album, you basically did that whole album by yourself, correct?

Tommy: Yeah, I mean, for all practical purposes. I had a band, but it was really neat, the

drummer, and to some degree, the guitar player, Steve Brantseg, that really put that together

with the emphasis, a lot, being on myself.

Chris: With the Replacements, when you guys were writing songs, was it basically Paul writing

out the lyrics and bringing them to you guys?

Tommy: He would bring a song idea that we would hack out, and I say hack out because I mean

it. We would hack it out in the basement for literally a couple of days and then we’d start

playing it live and that was it.  A lot of times, once that song got thrown into the meat-grinder,

when it came out it was pretty much what it’s going to be. And the best ideas were already on

it. As we grew and were able to have recording budgets, shit like this, that might have changed a

bit—some may be better, some songs are worse—I think, you know, when given enough rope,

you’re always inclined to hang yourself after a while… and there were many instances of that.

And there always is, it’s part of the process, you gotta kind of learn to, you know, stick to what

you know and not try to reinvent the wheel—especially, with songwriting. It’s funny, this whole

thing that I’m doing with you guys, I’ll let you in on a little secret here,  all this stuff about me

talking about songwriting and stuff when I come out there and play… I think there’s a panel or



something you want me to do, right? Tell me the whole rundown of the show and the different 
things?

Chris: Yeah, there’s a local radio DJ that will interview you before the performance, about 
basically songwriting and your past bands, that kind of thing.

Tommy: So, one of the things people have been talking to me a lot about lately is songwriting 
and the process and the ideas… It’ll be interesting to see what you guys come up with out 
there. I’m kind of, as I’ve been going along there’s… that part of the process where, well a lot of 
the young kids don’t really see, is what really goes into the songwriting process—the recording 
and all that stuff, I mean, you guys are musicians I take it, so, and the work that goes into it. A 
lot of people don’t really get to fucking see the work. So, I’m kind of all about educating people 
about that.

Gary: One of the things we’re trying to do during the day, Tommy, is we hold these songwriting 
workshops for kids. So, we’ve got some people around town here, who’ve written a few tunes, 
and they’re pretty good, you know. But they’ve been through the mill and through the grinder

about how it’s done, and the process and the whole thing about how it’s not an overnight…
well, some songs are, like 15-minute wonders, but there’s a method or that you have to get 
used to working hard to write songs. I think people don’t know about that and then the whole 
recording them is a whole other story.

Tommy: That process has always intrigued me; it’s always cool to hear people talk about it. I 
hope I’m able to bring something to the table.


